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Abstract

Current trends and studies on future architectures show, that the complexity of parallel computer systems is in-

creasing steadily. Hence, the industry requires skilled employees, who have in addition to the theoretical fundamen-

tals, practical experiences in the design and administration of such systems. However, investigations have shown,

that practical approaches are still missing in current curricula, especially in these areas. For this reason, the chair of

Computer Architecture at the faculty of Computer Science at the Technische Universität Dresden, developed and in-

troduced the course ”Linux Cluster in Theory and Practice” (LCTP). The main objectives of this course are to provide

background knowledge about the design and administration of large-scale parallel computer systems and the practical

implementation on the available hardware. In addition, students learn how to solve problems in a structured approach

and as part of a team. This paper analyzes the current variety of courses in the area of parallel computing systems,

describes the structure and implementation of LCTP and provides first conclusions and an outlook on possible further

developments.
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1. Introduction

Developments within the Top500 list [1] show, the number of processors in parallel computer systems is increasing

steadily. While still 70.4 % of the systems have less than 213 processors, they are accountable for only 32.1 % of the

total power in the Top500 list. Already, 20 % of the total computing power in the Top500 list can be achieved by

systems with more than 217 processors. Also, a study on ExaScale Computing [2] shows, that this trend is expected

to continue. These developments lead to more complex systems, whereat their design and administration determine
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which computing performance can be achieved at the end. Hence the design and administration of such systems have

a decisive role to play.

In spite of this crucial role, Section 2 will show that there is still a lack of practical approaches in the curricula

of the courses Computer Science, Information Systems Technology and Systems Engineering. To close the resulting

gap between study and professional practice, the chair of Computer Architecture at the faculty of Computer Science

at the Technische Universität Dresden, designed and introduced the course ”Linux Cluster in Theory and Practice”

(LCTP). The actual delimitation of existing teaching concepts towards LCTP is given in Section 3, followed by the

description of the structure of our course in Section 4. Additionally to the teaching of theoretical knowledge of the

design and administration of parallel computer systems, LCTP contains, practical courses, in which the students apply

what they have learned. This requires the provision of adequate hardware. The requirements for the hardware were

defined primarily by low acquisition and maintenance costs, space-saving placement and high flexibility with respect

to the transport and the design of the systems. The resulting challenges and their solutions are discussed in Section 5.

Finally first experiences, both by the teachers, as well as students, are described in Section 6. Furthermore, an outlook

on future development opportunities of the course is given.

2. Related Work

The study of the architecture, programming and analysis of parallel computer systems is an integral part of the

curriculum of almost all universities. We will show how many of these courses are structured and at which points we

can find conceptual problems. In addition, publications on this subject are discussed exemplary as a basis for develop-

ing a more comprehensive teaching concept. Apart from the conceptual criteria there are problems independent from

the area of studies which influenced the design of LCTP.

2.1. Content of Current Courses

Courses which deal with parallel computing systems can be roughly divided into three categories:

• Architecture of Parallel Computer Systems

• Parallel Programming

• Performance Analysis

The architecture of parallel computer systems is often taught during the basic studies within the complex of themes

”Computer Architecture”. Many universities also offer advanced courses in the main studies. In total, the students

obtain a wide basic knowledge of parallel and scalable architectures. Additionally, in some cases exercises are offered

in which students can consolidate their acquired knowledge. Investigations about existing courses in this area have

revealed, there is no course which offers a practical approach of the architectures taught. In detail, this means the

students learn factual knowledge about the different components, but do not get the chance to build and set up a

parallel computer system on their own. We assume the causes for this are high personnel expenditures and hardware

costs.

In the area of parallel programming, practical courses have already been established, in addition to the lectures

and exercises. Primarily, this is possible because of the broad availability of multi-core systems. Thus, parallel

programming concepts can be implemented on commercial, off-the-shelf hardware. However, an interconnect network

is not taken into account on a single desktop system, even though it has a major impact on application performance.

Therefore, it is necessary to perform such courses on distributed computer systems. Most institutions maintaining

parallel productive systems do not offer them student courses. For this purpose, the University of Stuttgart provides a

dedicated system for the students [3]. The first advantage is, that the production operation is not disturbed. Secondly,

shorter waiting times for the execution of a program arise. However, further acquisition and maintenance costs occur

due to the additional system.

The performance analysis of computer systems is an essential component for their development, acquisition, use

and evaluation. This subject is already a long time part of higher education. Accordingly, there are numerous lectures,

seminars and practical courses. While there was nothing to criticize within the theoretical content, the practical
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courses are implemented by using simulators, desktop computers or on parallel systems. Simulation of hardware

offers the advantage of flexibility and time efficiency. However, there is the disadvantage that the results usually

differ from those on real systems and students get not familiarized with the handling of them. For the conduction

of performance measurements, desktop systems can be used only for teaching a general approach due to the lack of

massive parallelism. In principle, the execution on parallel computer systems, is evaluated positively. The system

settings have a great influence on the resulting performance. Investigation of these parameters require administrative

rights, which have not been provided by any of the courses found.

In summary, it can be determined that there is a sufficient provisioning of theoretical principles in all three areas.

Apart from the parallel programming, deficits exist in the realization of the content taught.

2.2. Scientific Publications

The University of Colorado, Boulder (UCB) describes in a publication from 2004 [4] the development, subsequent

failure and the reintroduction of a course about High-Performance Scientific Computing (HPSC). It contains important

aspects which had influenced the design of our course. Firstly, it can be stated that the financing of a new course is

possible, but often no further funds for the maintenance or development are provided. Secondly, the rapid technical

development and the associated process of updating the teaching materials, are a major challenge. At the UCB, the

problems could be solved by purchasing a Beowulf Cluster [5] and the use of Linux as operating system. Thereby

costs could be reduced and an environment was created which can be used independently from other providers and

stays constant over a longer period of time. It is also shown that parallel concepts can be implemented with the help

of smaller systems.

In 2005, the Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg published a technical report about teaching

High Performance Computing for Computational Engineering students [6]. In addition to the general structure it

also addresses the challenges that arise when students from various disciplines participating the same course. Due to

the different prior knowledge, the teaching materials are customized to meet the requirements of all students. This

composition can lead to a active exchange of information, as a result of the different points of view, induced by the

different background. Another incentive for discussion is given by the distribution of projects and the presentation

of the results. Often students are interested in solving the problem even beyond the underlying task and acquire

additional background information about the chosen topic on their own. The design of LCTP takes both aspects into

account.

The need for purchasing a parallel computer system for teaching purposes and their benefits are discussed in a

publication of the University of Stuttgart [3]. In particular, the restricted access to existing high-performance com-

puters was the reason for acquiring its own system for teaching. In contrast, the use of the resources of the Center

for Information Services and High Performance Computing (ZIH) by students is not a problem at all. However, only

a remote access is possible, and it lacks of administrative privileges in order to examine various system parameters.

As the students thus already have the opportunity to work on a massively parallel system, it is only necessary to have

a platform which can be designed individually and can be used to measure the impact of different system settings.

Hence, an installation of the order of the University of Stuttgart is not necessary at the TU Dresden.

2.3. Current Challenges in Teaching

In almost each disciplines within natural sciences and engineering the teachers are confronted with new challenges.

The fact that a wealth of information is provided through the internet means that factual knowledge has not to be taught

in the kind as in the past. The selection and interpretation of needed information and the way how it can be used for

own problem-solving processes are the tasks whose solution should be part of educational systems.

Another challenge which arises out of the amount of available data, is the design of teaching materials. Experi-

ences have shown that the effort for producing teaching materials increase, as soon as one deviate from the conven-

tional concept – the teaching of factual knowledge. Thus, an abstraction is necessary to reduce the expense of time

for the periodic reworking.

Furthermore, it is not possible to define a certain time at which all participating students are able to acquire

knowledge. Studies like [7], [8] or [9] have shown that the retentiveness depends on the time of day. Thus, an

approach is desirable, allowing the students to learn and to solve the tasks almost independent of the time.
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3. Delimitation of other Teaching Approaches

In Section 2, we discussed different teaching approaches in the field of parallel computer systems. Based on these

insights in this section will be described how LCTP differs in its objectives, content and implementation from existing

lectures.

3.1. Objectives

The current trends in the Top500 list [1], and studies of future computer architectures, such as ExaScale computing

[2] show, that the complexity of parallel architectures continues to increase. Thus, the provider as well as the system

engineers and administrators facing new challenges. As shown in Section 2.1, there currently exists a lack of practical

approaches within the relevant courses of studies. The main objective of this course is to provide background knowl-

edge about the administration and design of large-scale parallel computer systems and the practical implementation

of this knowledge on the available hardware. So, the gap between theory and professional practice is closed.

Furthermore, as described in Section 2.3, the development of own problem-solving processes is of major impor-

tance. To achieve this the students are led into known problem situations, which they have to cope with mostly on

their own. This implies the search and filtering of relevant information out of provided or freely available materials.

Learning this approach of solving problems is also an essential component of the course.

3.2. Content

Section 2.1 has shown, that a number of available courses deal with the use and analysis of parallel computer

systems. LCTP takes this content and adds the practical implementation and the presentation of concepts and tools that

are necessary to provide and maintain such systems. The course is roughly divided into the design and construction of

the system, installing the necessary software, test of functionality by other groups and finally the usage for scientific

applications. Apart from the available hardware and the defined functionality no guidelines are made, so the students

have free choice in the implementation, as far as this is possible. Not all possible software-combinations can be

studied in advance. Recommendations are made for different implementations, where the tutors are able to interfere

in case of need. Such an approach could not be found at any other university.

3.3. Implementation

For each subject area LCTP has both, a theoretical and a practical part. The ratio of theory to practice is about 1:3.

The lectures are, as described in Section 2.3, widely abstracted, in order to explain the general architecture and

operation of the various components. It is not the objective to teach the greatest possible amount of factual knowledge,

but the needed basics. So the students are able to read up on the current topic on their own. For this, selected

sources are quoted by which additional research is possible. Hence, the participants are able to prepare themselves

independently and at a freely chosen time for the practical part of the course.

The tasks for each topic are given subsequent to the theoretical instructions and the autonomous familiarization.

As it is common at almost all universities, official events are available on which tutors are present to support the

students in case of need. On the other hand it is also possible to solve the tasks independently from the offered

dates. In order to discuss problems in this case, various communication platforms are provided. With help of these

communication resources, not only the tutors but also other groups can provide assistance. The students are not tied

to specific times at which the tasks must be solved. Only the date at which the solution must be present is defined.

Experiences have shown that the use of a project management tool is an advantage in respect of communication,

organization and control of the students and tutors. Therewith, for example, it is possible to report encountered

problems, to document the current state of the tasks or to provide additional material. Many of these tools provide

statistics that help to evaluate the course afterwards. This information can be used by the teachers to optimize the

course in the next semester.
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4. Design of the Course

The concept discussed in this paper is subdivided into four modules. In the first module, the students have to

layout a design for their cluster which is discussed individually afterwards. If it meets the requirements the design is

actually set up with the given hardware. The second module contains all activities needed to make the cluster usable

for a real user. This contains for example, the installation of all basic services and the provision of libraries, compilers

and applications. In the third module the cluster is tested by other groups in a cross-testing procedure. Thereby, the

benchmarking is of particular importance. Finally, the fourth module contains the actual usage of the cluster by the

groups. Therefore they run real world scientific applications and self-developed parallel software. Also a final task is

part of the this module.

As mentioned in Section 3.3, several tasks are included in each module of the course. For every task a introducing

lecture is provided, the actual solving of the given tasks is done in practical courses afterwards. Accompanying to

the practical courses a report has to be maintained in a version management system. The approval of every solution

contains a talk with the tutor, a function test of the system and a review of the report.

4.1. Module 1 – Design and Setup
Besides organizational objects, like security instructions, the first module starts with an extensive lecture about

the basics of cluster computing. Using the knowledge of these lecture the students have to design their systems. A

major constraint to the designs is the preset hardware. The type and count of the given hardware is fixed and can

not be altered. Hence, the layout to be made is rather the logical structure of the system than the hardware design.

These logical structures are e.g. identifiers for the nodes, the network plan, the choice of the operating system and

the distribution of shared directories. Later the design is accepted or declined by the associated tutor. Therefore the

groups have to explain their designs. The most important corner points for a acceptable design are:

• The division of the system in a head- and more than one compute-nodes

• A numbered name scheme

• Correct network parameters

• Exporting of the home directory and one other shared folder from the head- to all compute-nodes

• Partitioning of the hard disks

• Choice of the needed basic network services (DNS, DHCP, LDAP, NTP, ...)

If the content of the design is correct, the group is allowed to set it up on the given hardware. The approach is

first to install a Linux base system on the head-node and one compute-node. The commissioning of the rest of the

compute-nodes is done by “cloning” later. Once no further physical access to the cluster is needed the students are

allowed to install the rest of the system and services by remote access.

4.2. Module 2 – System Configuration and Services

The implementation of the designs requires the installation of additional services. The first task in this module is

to secure the system. Different network security settings have to be adjusted. Therefore, port white-listing using IPTa-

bles, gray-listing against brute force attacks with suitable tools and limitation of the root login have to be implemented

on the head-node. Further concepts can be implemented by the students if wished and if the overall performance of

the cluster system is not affected. Once the security concept is implemented, the students are allowed to use remote

access to set up the rest of the services. From this time on, the solving of the tasks is no longer restricted to the course

hours. Successively all other services are installed from this point. The corresponding server daemon is always run-

ning on the head-node. The only functional compute-node acts as the test client at this time. The following services

are particular notable:

• NFS Server – The compute-nodes mount /home and one additional directory from the head-node. The additional

directory later provides system wide libraries, applications and data for all users.
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• LDAP – The head-node offers the complete user database to the compute-nodes, except root, via LDAP. On the

compute-nodes pamldap is used for login and authentication.

• DNS – The cluster get its own private domain, therefore an DNS server has to run on the head-node. This DNS

server also answers requests from the compute-nodes for external domains.

• NTP – All compute-nodes synchronize their clocks via a NTP server running on the head-node.

• Batchsystem – A freely available batch system and scheduler have to be used for managing resources and the

access to them.

• MPI – A MPI environment has do be set up for jobs which should spawn over more than one node.

Additional component of the second module is the installation of different compilers, libraries and applications.

For instance the Intel Compiler Suite [10], the libraries libgmp [11], libmpfr [12] and miscellaneous others belong to

them. The applications to be installed depending partially on the final task and can also be installed later if needed.

However, for the cross-testing BenchIT [13] as a measurement environment and one scientific application is needed

to be installed. With these two tools the “user-group” is able to evaluate the performance and test the usability from

the users perspective.

At the end of the setup module, the students are supposed to commission the rest of the compute-nodes. The tool

for this task can be chosen freely. Again, a corresponding lecture gives an overview about a subset of usable tools.

The only constraint is, that all nodes are cloned simultaneously, with full bandwidth over the network.

Some problems with the commissioning have to be considered, for instance UUID entries for hard drives and udev

entries for the network adapters. Later, the host names have to be automatically distributed via the DHCP server.

4.3. Module 3 – Cross-Testing

Failures which may be caused by the cloning and adverse functionality from the users perspective are investigated

by an other group. The group of testers invent individual test cases with help of the measurement environment and

the scientific applications. Some test cases are already given. These test cases concerning the correct accounting of

the used computation time and the error-free communication with all nodes. If the testers need additional software or

a special configuration, the group which “own” the system under test has to provide this software to them.

A particular part of the testing is the performance analysis of the cluster. This is a kind of competition. Both groups,

the administrators as well as the testers, are interested to deliver good benchmarking results. The administrator group

want to have a well performing system because otherwise they maybe have done a improper administration job. The

testers want to optimize their measurement kernels as much as possible to measure good performance. This leads to

an intensive tuning of both the systems and the performance analysis tools.

For the documentation of the bugs found and the measurement results, a groupware solution with a bugtracker and a

wiki is offered.

4.4. Module 4 – Usage and Final Task

When the system is running properly and the tutor has conducted the acceptance testing, the system can be used for

the final task. Different lectures are offered to give the students an overview over the subject of parallel programming

and some scientific applications. These lectures are supposed to motivate the students for making experiences with

scientific software on their own. Furthermore, the students are encouraged to program own simple parallel software.

At the end of the course the students are supposed to solve a final task. Different tasks are at choice which are

particular useful from the tutors perspective. Mainly these tasks are performance evaluation, programming of larger

parallel applications and programming of tools for the cluster administration. If students want to invent a task on their

own, it is possible to discuss this with the tutors and phrase a clear task description. In this way it is possible to meet

special interests of the students and increase the motivation.

The result of the final task is a report of about ten pages. It is appended to the general report maintained during the

course. The solution of the final task is presented in front of a public audience. Therefore a separate presentation has

to be elaborated. The general and final report, as well as the presentation, are accounted for the final grade.
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5. Deployed Hardware

The main criteria when acquiring a cluster are peak performance, cost, dimensioning of air-conditioning and

performance per watt. For educational purposes this applies only partly. Low budgets and availability of needed

hardware among other things determine the chosen cluster components in that area. Because of a related situation, the

idea of Beowulf Clusters [5], using cheap commercial off-the-shelf hardware, for building parallel computer systems,

was invented. In case of LCTP, limited space for storing the machines, mobility and the absence of air-conditioning

represent additional constraints for choosing hardware components.

5.1. Platform and Peripheral Equipment

Considering their high availability and their low costs, x86-architecture based platforms were preferred. Due

to the initially mentioned facts, the clusters were created upon the Intel Atom architecture. The main advantages

compared to other x86-based platforms are the high cost-efficiency concerning costs, power consumption and needed

space for placement. The actual value is about 70 $ for one mainboard with CPU and cooling, which is less expensive

then common x86-based hardware. Currently the processor types Atom 330 (Diamondville) [14] and Atom D510

(Pineview) [15] are used. In combination with adequate mainboards, they form the basis for the cluster-nodes. The

architecture itself was developed for NetBooks and Barebone computers and has a low power consumption, which

leads to a small heat generation. Hence, the costs for power supply, air-condition, operation and spare parts are

marginal compared to common server-hardware based clusters. The usual form factor for Atom-based mainboards

is mini-ITX. The small dimensions allow a high packing density with relatively low weight. This typically plays a

minor role for fixed installations, but is important for LCTP.

In practice there are two different approaches to implement the start-up of a node. Firstly, by saving the operating

system on a local permanent storage from which it can be booted. Secondly, by a server delivering the operating

system by request via an interconnect network. Subsequently, the client tries to boot the received data. Both concepts

exhibit advantages and disadvantages but attention was paid to leave both feasible. Therefore, 2 GiB of main memory

and a hard disk are installed in each node. This offers further advantages, like saving working data locally, local

checkpointing and swapping.

For the interconnect network, Gigabit Ethernet technology is used. On the one hand, the network interface in-

tegrated in each node is used for the internal connection of head- and compute nodes. On the other hand, there are

external network interfaces connected via USB with the head node, for the integration into the network of the uni-

versity. While all used mainboards offer a PCI slot which allows to make use of a network interface card, reasons

for taking an USB-based solution are: higher costs and less availability of PCI devices fitting into the used one HU

cases. Furthermore, there is an improved heat conduction because of an unhindered air flow. To connect all nodes of

a cluster, a Gigabit Ethernet switch supporting the creation of logical subnets, so called VLANs, is used. This enables

parallel communication of more than one cluster over a single physical device without having the applied network

services interfering each other. The resulting assembly used for LCTP is shown in Figure 1.

5.2. Deployment for Lecture

An important element of LCTP is the assembling of each node by the students. This is the reason why the initial

stage of the lecture requires more space than the following. Furthermore, the work of the students should not interfere

the usual work flows in the server room. As a result no fixed installed 19” rack cases are used, but mobile ones,

normally used for secure transport of sound equipment. Therefore, it is possible to assemble and set-up the clusters

on an adequate place. After configuring a remote connection on the cluster, the integration into the infrastructure of

the server room can be performed.

The used mini-ITX mainboards in combination with the correct cases allow to place two nodes into one height

unit. Concretely this means eight hardware supported threads, because of dual core and HyperThreading technologies.

The count of four compute nodes per cluster necessarily avoids the appearance and the analysis of certain side effects

occurring in large installations. As already mentioned in section 2.2 this is not important in our case. The Center

of Information Services and High Performance Computing maintains huge installations and gives access to students

of the faculty of Computer Science on request. The hardware basis used for LCTP is sufficient for lectures, because

the concepts of parallel programming can be implemented and analyzed. Apart from the use of the hardware for the
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Figure 1: Layout of the current installation for LCTP

lecture there is also the possibility to give other institutions access to the systems, to run coarse-grained applications

for instance.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

The majority of lectures which can be found in computer science have a theoretical approach or cover exclusively

parallel programming issues. LCTP is a novel, practically aligned lecture which closes the gap between academic

education and resolving real-life problems with the help of personal skills. For continuous improvement of its concept

and implementation there is a constant request for feedback from the students. The resulting information, the gained

experience and possible changes planned for future work will be discussed in this section.

6.1. Conclusions

Participation in LCTP requires previous knowledge of Linux and handling of consoles. Due to the fact that this

is not part of the education for computer scientists at the TU Dresden, only the private interests of the students affect

these needed skills. Hence, this knowledge is individual. It also complicates the estimation of time students will need

to solve the given tasks because it partially requires a detailed acquisition of basic knowledge.

Nevertheless, to get a rough estimate of time and as an assistance in creating tasks for the practical course, a

sample cluster was set up by the tutors during the planning phase of LCTP. The procedure, the used utilities and

alternative applications, as well as arisen problems and their solutions were documented. Thus a comprehensive

reference work was created for the tutors and the structuring of the lecture was simplified. Due to the fact that almost

any applied software possesses comparatively short release cycles, the preparation phase is simultaneously used to

update and expand the knowledge of the tutors. The resulting alterations in interacting with different applications

could lead to unexpected errors which have to be resolved or even require changes in former concepts. Accordingly

it is recommended to reassemble the cluster by the tutors every term. Every discovered difference is changed in the

documentation immediately.

The concept of LCTP generates a high initial motivation among the students. The combination of alternating

theoretical and practical components of the lecture and constantly changing problems, lead to enthusiasm in solving

the given tasks and increase perceptibly the learning effect. Furthermore, the independent and creative debugging

process and the unavoidable competition between different groups induce a sense of achievement and improve the

motivation. In the further progress of the lecture a rapidly rising learning curve is recognizable, especially for students

with less educational background in parallel computing. This leads to a much faster process of analyzing and solving

problems than at the beginning of the course. The tutors are instructed to engage only in critical situations and

primarily have the role of a consultant. As a consequence a lot of autonomous research for information is necessary,

which trains the effectiveness in solving future problems.

The first two terms have shown that a high ratio of students to tutors is necessary. In detail one tutor is assigned

to a single group. The high personal effort can be explained by the complexity of the tasks. Every group has its own
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approach to solve problems which leads to different system setups. To intervene in critical situations a tutor always

needs to keep the track of the entire system environment. A group in turn consists of four students. A higher number

would lead to problems in solving the given tasks because all of them have to work on the same system and often need

the resources dedicated. At the moment the course is offered for four groups which requires the use of four tutors.

However, it is recommended to offer a smaller amount of groups in the first semester to give the tutors the opportunity

to get used to the work.

6.2. Outlook

Previous experiences show the high potential, effectiveness and flexibility of this educational concept. The for-

mation of several small groups in conjunction with the cost-effective and adaptable implementation of the Intel Atom

platform, allow the construction of several clusters with different characteristics. For instance there are boards with

integrated graphic solutions offering CUDA support. Therefore it is possible to study the behavior of CUDA acceler-

ated applications and their programming. Another way to enhance LCTP is the latest version of the Intel Atom E6x5C

series [16] with an integrated Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).

LCTP deals with the design and administration of parallel computer systems as they are common in the High-

Performance-Computing area. Such installations are primarily used for processing complex computational problems

or to handle a large amount of data sets. Another way in which clusters can be used is the provisioning of services

and ensuring their availability. The main objective in this case is not the performance or efficiency but the reliability.

So called high-availability clusters have less relevance in science, but play an important role for the industry. It is

possible to extend LCTP conceptually, to treat such systems.

The combination with other courses or the introduction of a further lecture based on the current content is also

conceivable. This would allow the use of the assembled clusters for programming, testing, analyzing and optimizing

parallel applications in the next term. Additionally there is the possibility to learn how to secure such systems and to

expand the practical experiences with the help of exemplary attacks.

Moreover, it is possible to use the existing hardware to propagate the concepts of parallel processing at other

faculties and institutes, as described in a publication of the Earlham College [17], for instance. Thereby it is also

conceivable to use the participants of the course as tutors in such seminars. In this case it would turn out whether the

students are also able to share the acquired knowledge.
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